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Computational creativity has received a good amount of research interest in
generating creative artefacts programmatically. At the same time, research
has been conducted in computational aesthetics, which essentially tries to
analyse creativity exhibited in art. This thesis aims to unite these two
distinct lines of research in the context of natural language generation by
building, from models for interpretation and generation, a cohesive whole
that can assess its own generations.
I present a novel method for interpreting one of the most difficult rhetoric
devices in the figurative use of language: metaphors. The method does not
rely on hand-annotated data and it is purely data-driven. It obtains the
state of the art results and is comparable to the interpretations given by
humans. We show how a metaphor interpretation model can be used in
generating metaphors and metaphorical expressions.
Furthermore, as a creative natural language generation task, we demon-
strate assigning creative names to colours using an algorithmic approach
that leverages a knowledge base of stereotypical associations for colours.
Colour names produced by the approach were favoured by human judges to
names given by humans 70% of the time.
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A genetic algorithm-based method is elaborated for slogan generation. The
use of a genetic algorithm makes it possible to model the generation of text
while optimising multiple fitness functions, as part of the evolutionary pro-
cess, to assess the aesthetic quality of the output. Our evaluation indicates
that having multiple balanced aesthetics outperforms a single maximised
aesthetic.
From an interplay of neural networks and the traditional AI approach of
genetic algorithms, we present a symbiotic framework. This is called the
master-apprentice framework. This makes it possible for the system to
produce more diverse output as the neural network can learn from both the
genetic algorithm and real people.
The master-apprentice framework emphasises a strong theoretical founda-
tion for the creative problem one seeks to solve. From this theoretical foun-
dation, a reasoned evaluation method can be derived. This thesis presents
two different evaluation practices based on two different theories on com-
putational creativity. This research is conducted in two distinct practical
tasks: pun generation in English and poetry generation in Finnish.
Computing Reviews (2012) Categories and Subject
Descriptors:
Computing methodologies → Artificial intelligence → Natural
language processing → Natural language generation
Computing methodologies → Machine learning → Machine learning
approaches → Bio-inspired approaches → Genetic algorithms
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Creativity is a trait that is fundamentally linked to being a human, and it
has been approached by many philosophers over the course of time (cf. Gaut
2012). In the recent decade, a new paradigm for creativity has emerged
taking the human into the realm of the computational. This new paradigm
has then become known as computational creativity, which has been fa-
mously described as “the philosophy, science and engineering of computa-
tional systems which, by taking on particular responsibilities, exhibit be-
haviours that unbiased observers would deem to be creative” by Colton and
Wiggins (2012).
Although computational creativity applications touch different fields of
art ranging from music generation (Carnovalini and Rodà 2020) to paint-
ings (Colton 2012), this thesis focuses on creativity in the context of natural
language generation. Unlike a typical natural language generation task that
focuses on producing linguistic form from some higher-level semantic repre-
sentation communicating that particular representation (see Reiter 1994),
creative natural language generation focuses on producing text in natural
language that is aesthetically pleasing and has a degree of novelty to it.
Lately, the importance of the meaning conveyed by computationally cre-
ative text has been discussed in the theoretical work in the field (Hämäläi-
nen and Honkela 2019). In addition to pleasing aesthetics, a computation-
ally creative system is fundamentally communicating a meaning by its use
of words. Regardless of how intentionally planned the meaning is by the
computer, people will read meaning into anything expressed in a natural
language.
In linguistics, meaning is usually divided into two categories: seman-
tics and pragmatics. Semantics is understood as some sort of an absolute
meaning of words, that is, what they mean without any further context.
Whereas pragmatics takes the context more into account, and it requires
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more interpretation as it enables indirect communication, where the mean-
ing conveyed by a message is not the sum of the semantic meanings of the
words it is expressed in.
Language can be used to communicate about a variety of things, such as
facts, emotions, promises and orders (Searle 1969). In fact, language can be
used to negotiate and shape the social reality around us through discourse
(c.f. Foucault 1969). Thus languages are in constant dialogue with reality,
describing and manipulating it.
Semantics have multiple times been solved to a great degree in the course
of Natural Language Processing (NLP) research, from hand-authored Word-
Net (Miller 1998) and FrameNet (Baker, Fillmore, and Lowe 1998) to ma-
chine learned word embeddings such as word2vec (Mikolov et al. 2013) and
BERT (Devlin et al. 2019). Pragmatics, on the other hand, have not been
fully solved to a satisfying degree. One of the key focuses of my thesis is
figurative language, which is a subset of pragmatics.
In contrast to literal language where the meaning is communicate di-
rectly, figurative language is a medium, like no other, for humans to com-
municate intricate messages that exceed the semantic meaning of the words
alone. Figurative language is ubiquitous, we see it every day in our daily
communications, news, advertisements, movies and any text that surrounds
us. For example, Nokia’s slogan “Connecting People” paints an image of mo-
bile devices establishing intimate relations between people, in addition to
providing a concrete means of communication between them.
With the power of figurative language, we can express complicated
ideas, comparisons, experiences and emotions as presented in Nokia’s slo-
gan. Some example forms of figurative language include metaphors, similes,
euphemisms and rhetorical questions. Successful decoding of a message ex-
pressed in figurative language in the mind of the recipient requires cultural
understanding (c.f. Shao et al. 2019) or inter-subjectivity (Happé 1993).
Hence, the interpretation of figurative language is an essential component
of a system capable of computationally generating figurative language be-
yond the merely produced mundane surface form. A generative system that
can interpret figurative language can also provide a reasoning for its output.
In this thesis we focus on computational creativity algorithms and mod-
els that deal with text in natural language from three core perspectives:
1) interpretation, 2) generation and 3) human evaluation. Paper I fo-
cuses solely on the interpretation of one type of figurative language, namely
metaphor. Paper II presents an approach for natural language generation
with a high level of perceived creativity, and Papers III-V present combined
approaches where both interpretation of figurative language and generation
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are simultaneously present in such a way that generation is informed by
interpretation. Papers IV and V also have a strong theoretical grounding
which makes the critical inspection of the extent of their creativity possi-
ble. When creativity is defined it becomes more approachable by scientific
methods.
1.1 Creativity
Creativity is a momentous phenomenon in what it means to be a human.
Unsurprisingly creativity has provoked philosophical interest for aeons start-
ing from the ancient Greece (Asmis 1992). Pinpointing what creativity truly
means is a difficult undertaking as it has meant different things in different
times (see Gaut 2012). Furthermore, the essence of creativity differs from
one culture and individual to another (Shao et al. 2019) due to its socially
constructed nature (c.f. Moscovici 1961). Despite all the different theories,
scholars seem to agree that creativity results in a product that is novel and
has a value (Mumford 2003).
As Colton (2009) points out, computational creativity research can in-
deed benefit from understanding human creativity and the theories about it.
However, Colton states that computational creativity research should not
wait for research on understanding human creativity as we can approach
the same phenomena from a different angle by building computational cre-
ativity systems. Therefore, these two paradigms can simultaneously work
towards the same goal of understanding creativity.
In this section, we look at theories regarding human creativity and, fol-
lowing that, work conducted in the field of computational creativity. Theo-
retical understanding of creativity in modelling it computationally is crucial
as argued in Papers IV and V.
1.1.1 Human Creativity
Despite the existence of philosophical takes on creativity starting from the
Antiquities, which often explain creativity as something god-sent or divine.
We dedicate this section to more modern theories. Of special interest are
the theories that have been embraced in the computational creativity com-
munity.
An often cited theory in computational creativity is that of PPPP
(4Ps) (Rhodes 1961). This theory explains creativity by four key com-
ponents, 1) person, 2) process, 3) press and 4) product. The theory states
that creativity should be studied from these four perspectives. Person refers
to the individual that performs the creative act and it is to be understood
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through the psychological traits, general intellect, habits etc of the indi-
vidual. This raises the question of whether every individual can even be
creative and to what degree they can be creative. Creativity does not exist
in a vacuum as it is inherently social; therefore, the theory uses the notion
of press to describe the relationship of the person with their environment.
In the 4Ps theory, process is the the path that one goes through to
reach the final creative outcome. This is not limited to the skill set that
makes a painter paint a painting but rather also covers aspects such as the
motivations, internal thinking process, experiences and active engagement
in solving the creative problem. The creative outcome is known as the
product in the theory. The theory states that it is an expression of an idea
and a particular idea can be incarnated into several different products.
Csikszentmihalyi (1997) has a similar view to that of Rhodes (1961),
he states that creativity consists of three components, 1) culture, 2) person
and 3) experts in the field. The theory highlights the interaction between
the three components. Culture is considered as a set of symbolic rules
and creativity occurs when a person introduces a novel concept to culture.
Experts in the field are the judges that judge the quality and innovation of
the concept introduced.
Moreover, Csikszentmihalyi distinguishes between two levels of creativ-
ity, which have later come to be known as little-c and big-c creativity, al-
though he did not establish these terms himself (Merrotsy 2013). Little-c
refers to creativity that consists of innovations that gain importance only on
a personal level as they are not supported by the culture or experts in the
field. Big-c creativity can only occur if the personal creativity is recognised
by the two other components of creativity. This thinking is close to that
of Boden (2004), but we will discuss her ideas in the following section that
focuses on computational creativity.
Wallas (1926) has proposed a four-phased creativity model which aims
to describe the process for reaching a creative outcome. These phases are: 1)
preparation, 2) incubation, 3) illumination and 4) verification. Preparation
is the phase where the problem is identified, and knowledge and informa-
tion that are related to it are acquired and collected. During the incubation
phase, one does not actively seek answers to the problem, but rather ob-
serves it from a distance to contemplate the problem. The third phase, i.e.
illumination, marks the discovery of a solution, like an aha-moment that
emerges suddenly. Finally, the viability of the solution is verified in the last
stage.
Creativity can be assimilated with the idea of exploratory thought as
expressed by Lerner and Tetlock (2003). When engaging in exploratory
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thought, one tries to approach the problem from different angles and per-
spectives, and then pick the solution that suits the problem best. In con-
trast, confirmatory thought focuses on approaching the problem from a
single point of view to test (confirm) whether the solution is applicable.
While there is no clear measurement for assessing creativity, one note-
worthy take was conducted by Torrance (1962). Torrance proposed a test
for assessing one’s creativity based on a set of problem-solving and divergent
thinking tests, where the performance on each test would be measured by
four scales: 1) fluency; the number of apt ideas created, 2) flexibility; the
number of unique categories these ideas could fall under, 3) originality; the
novelty of the idea in comparison to other known answers, and 4) elabora-
tion; the extent of details these ideas had. Usually, children in elementary
schools were the focus of his tests, and tests could be verbal or figural.
1.1.2 Computational Creativity
In this section, I focus on theories on creativity from the computational
point of view. The field of computational creativity has created a myriad
of theoretical definitions for creativity of its own, which better take into
account having something non-human, such as a computer, as a creative
agent than the theories explaining human creativity.
One of the most foundational theories in the field of computational cre-
ativity was formulated by Boden (2004) and later revisited by the same
author in Boden (2007). The theory introduces a simple dichotomy for the
level of creativity; H- and P- creativity. H-creativity refers to historical cre-
ativity meaning that anything that is novel enough to make a big impact
and is unlikely to have emerged easily elsewhere is considered historically
creative. For instance, the invention of electricity is considered H-creative.
P-creativity, on the other hand, is psychological creativity, which means
that the invention is novel to the inventor himself, but is probably some-
thing a great many people have already thought of before. Solving a difficult
puzzle or a riddle can be a P-creative act.
Another important aspect of Boden’s work is that she identified three
different kinds of creativity: exploratory, transformational and combina-
tional. In exploratory creativity, the computational system explores a con-
ceptual space finding new creative artefacts within that space. If the space
gets changed into something different by the system, we are dealing with
transformational creativity. Such a transition allows the system to explore
completely new artefacts. Combinational creativity means producing new
concepts by combining existing ones
Wiggins (2006) has proposed a framework for analysing the creativity
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of computational systems by viewing creativity as a search problem and
the level of a computer’s creativity would be determined based on how it
explores the search space to find good solutions in it. Wiggins defines the
notion of a universe, which includes all artefacts; however, a system explores
only a subset of it. In such a framework, a system could exhibit any of the
three types of creativity mentioned by Boden (2004). If, for instance, a
computer used to combine answers to reach new ones in the search space,
combinational creativity would be exhibited. In case the machine explored
the space by using some heuristics that comply with predefined rules, it
would be considered to have exploratory creativity. The highest level of
creativity, i.e. transformational, is attributed to a system if it is capable of
altering its search space, its own rules for exploring the search space and/or
criteria for assessing answers to find surprising, new and useful solutions.
Ritchie (2007) approaches creativity by listing a non-exhaustive set of
criteria that take into account solely the artefact produced by computational
means. The criteria are built around novelty, quality and typicality and the
degree to which they are exhibited by the output produced by the system.
This take does not set too strict a requirement for the creative process in
place in the system, but rather focuses on the output and its relation to
the inspiring set. The inspiring set can be compared to training data in
machine learning, but it should be understood in a very broad sense as it
also covers any artefacts that might inspire the results such as those the
programmer is aware of, data recorded in knowledge bases and so on.
Colton (2008) proposes a so-called creative tripod framework to de-
scribe computational creativity. This theory is followed closely in Paper
VI. According to this theory, creativity consists of three components: skill,
imagination and appreciation. And all of these can be present in the three
different parties engaging in the creative act: programmer, program and
perceiver, each of which can contribute to the overall creativity of the sys-
tem.
Skill refers to the capacity of the system to create a desirable artefact.
A painter can paint a painting only if he knows how to move the brush
along a canvas to form an illustration. Such a painter would be exhibiting
skill, but if the paintings are unoriginal, repetitive and unimaginative, he
lacks imagination. A creative system should thus be able to produce a lot
of variety in its output. The last component, appreciation, means that the
system should be able to assess its own creations in a meaningful way. A
painter who lacks appreciation, cannot tell whether his paintings are good
or bad, let alone why they are good or bad.
The theoretical background for Paper V is the one suggested by Colton,
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Charnley, and Pease (2011). The theory describes creativity through the
FACE model, consisting of framing, aesthetics, concepts and expressions.
The theory states that each part of FACE can be divided into a ground-
level creative act and how that act came to be. Expressions are the creative
output produced by the system and concept refers to the creative program
producing such expressions. Aesthetics are much like appreciation in the
creative tripod, it is the capacity of the system in assessing its own creations
on different parameters. Framing is probably the most peculiar part of this
theory. It can be about providing a wider socio-cultural context to the
expressions or an explanation for the creative decisions taken by the system
etc.
Hämäläinen and Honkela (2019) identify that, in computational linguis-
tic creativity in particular, the existing theoretical work tends to ignore the
communicative use of natural language. People speak and write first and
foremost to communicate meanings rather than solely to produce aesthet-
ically pleasing utterances. In their theory, they assume a clear message to
be conveyed by a goal-oriented dialog generation system, and creativity can
take place on three different levels: in the message, in the context or in the
communicative act. A system that is too creative can hardly communicate
the desired meaning effectively, thus they identify a communicative-creative
trade-off.
1.2 Contribution of the Thesis
This thesis consists of five publications describing novel computational meth-
ods for interpreting, generating and evaluating creative language. In this
thesis, we also showcase means to assess the creativity of NLG systems for
generating creative language by applying existing computational creativity
evaluation theories.
In Paper I, an unsupervised method for interpreting metaphors based on
word associations is presented. Papers II, III and IV present various natural
language generation methods for producing expressions exhibiting linguistic
creativity ranging from straightforward algorithms and traditional machine
learning methods such, as genetic algorithms, to more modern approaches,
namely neural networks. Combining these two machine learning paradigms
into a dual-agent master-apprentice framework makes it possible to inspect
the emergence of computational creativity between two systems.
Towards the last papers, Papers IV and V, the role of theoretical ground-
ing, where creativity should be first defined on a theoretical level so that
evaluation can be derived from that definition (Jordanous 2012), becomes
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more important. Therefore, these two papers follow a theoretical foundation
that is explicitly modelled by the computational approach and evaluated.
1.2.1 Original Publications
The publications included in this thesis are the following:
PAPER I - Meta4meaning: Automatic Metaphor Interpreta-
tion Using Corpus-Derived Word Associations. Xiao, P., Alnajjar,
K., Granroth-Wilding, M., Agres, K., & Toivonen, H. (2016). In Proceed-
ings of The Seventh International Conference on Computational Creativity
(pp. 230–237). Paris, France: Sony CSL Paris.
The paper represents a novel unsupervised method for interpreting the
meaning of nominal metaphors (i.e. metaphors in the format “NOUN is
[a/n] NOUN”) automatically by obtaining word associations and performing
vector operations on both nouns. The notions developed in this paper were
later used for metaphor generation in Papers III and V.
In this work, I have contributed to processing the corpus and build-
ing several different association matrices out of it. Furthermore, I have
contributed to implementing the metaphor interpretation method and eval-
uating final results.
PAPER II - Grounded for life: creative symbol-grounding for
lexical invention. Veale, T., & Alnajjar, K. (2016). Connection Science,
28(2), 139–154.
This paper presents a novel technical approach to naming colours auto-
matically by mining stereotypical colour associations and leveraging them
(along with their RGB colour mappings) to construct descriptive colour
names.
The algorithmic approach proposed in this paper for naming colours
was built by me. Additionally, I was in charge of conducting the human
evaluation on a crowdsourcing platform. I also contributed in writing the
paper.
PAPER III - Computational Generation of Slogans. Alnajjar, K.
& Toivonen, H. (2020). Natural Language Engineering. Natural Language
Engineering, 1-33.
This paper extends my MSc thesis work (Alnajjar 2019) in constructing
metaphors based on their interpretations and generating advertising slogans
automatically using genetic algorithms and multi-objective optimisations.
This paper includes a more thorough evaluation and analysis than what was
described in the MSc thesis.
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The work described in this paper has been done by me with helpful
discussions with my supervisor, the second author. In terms of implemen-
tation and evaluation, this paper entirely represents my own work. The
paper has been written by me to a great extent, although my supervisor
has contributed to the writing as well.
PAPER IV - A Master-Apprentice Approach to Automatic
Creation of Culturally Satirical Movie Titles Alnajjar, K., & Hämä-
läinen, M. (2018). In Proceedings of the 11th International Conference on
Natural Language Generation (pp. 274–283). Stroudsburg, PA: The Asso-
ciation for Computational Linguistics.
This paper establishes the so-called master-apprentice approach which
consists of a computationally creative genetic algorithm and a sequence-
to-sequence recurrent neural network-based model. In this approach, the
master (genetic algorithms) teaches the apprentice (sequence-to-sequence
neural model) to generate satirical movie title puns. The apprentice is also
exposed to human annotated data. This framework has then been further
expanded and studied in Hämäläinen and Alnajjar (2019c) and Paper V.
One of the key notions is the strong theoretical grounding and emphasis on
a reasoned evaluation.
We contributed equally to the implementation of the system, my co-
author and I. We were both involved in processing the corpus and conduct-
ing the evaluation. Writing the paper was also a joint effort by both of the
authors.
PAPER V - Let’s FACE it. Finnish Poetry Generation with
Aesthetics and Framing Hämäläinen, M., & Alnajjar, K. (2019). In Pro-
ceedings of the 12th International Conference on Natural Language Gener-
ation (pp. 290–300). Stroudsburg, PA: The Association for Computational
Linguistics.
This paper takes the preliminary poem generation approach presented
in Hämäläinen and Alnajjar (2019b) and incorporates it into a more the-
oretically motivated master-apprentice framework. The approach taken in
this paper is motivated by existing theoretical work on poetry and the eval-
uation is conducted by using evaluation questions as concrete as possible.
The theoretical foundation and the evaluation setup were discussed with
my co-author. We contributed equally to the implementation of the system
and conducting the evaluation. Writing the paper was also a joint effort by





Figurative language is a form of indirect communication, where the meaning
of a sentence cannot be derived by the individual semantic meanings of the
words. Figurative language, and especially metaphors, have been widely
studied in the field of natural language processing (NLP) from the point of
view of detection, interpretation and generation (Rai and Chakraverty 2020;
Veale and Li 2013; 2012; Galván et al. 2016; Alnajjar et al. 2017).
The goal of metaphor detection is to identify and recognise metaphorical
expressions from literal ones whereas metaphor interpretation attempts to
find the intended meaning behind the non-literal expression. The underly-
ing idea of metaphor generation systems is to utilise the different theories
on metaphor processing along with knowledge bases (hand written or auto-
matically mined) to produce novel and apt metaphors.
This chapter is dedicated to the topic of metaphor interpretation. I
begin by briefly describing the the related theories on processing metaphors.
Thereafter, I describe existing work on computational methods for metaphor
interpretation and, then, present our take on metaphor interpretation. In
the last section of this chapter, I show how figurative language interpretation
can be used to produce metaphors and utilised as part of an NLG algorithm
to generate creative language.
2.1 Metaphor Processing
Two concepts are fundamental for a metaphor, which are a tenor and a
vehicle (Richards 1936). Let’s take a look at the common metaphor “time
is money”. In this metaphor, time is the tenor and money is the vehicle.
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12 2 Understanding Figurative Expressions
As a result of comprehending this expression figuratively, valuable (a well-
known property of money) gets highlighted and attributed to time without
indicating it plainly. In a metaphor, some properties of the vehicle get
implicitly highlighted or attributed to tenor. Metaphors often have more
than one interpretation and depending on the context and the two concepts,
certain interpretations get highlighted stronger than others. For instance,
desirable is a possible interpretation of the previous metaphor but valuable
is a typical interpretation for it.
Multiple theories exist in the literature about metaphors, from how we
comprehend them to what characteristics are exhibited by them and what
makes a metaphor apt. A common view on metaphors states that decipher-
ing the meaning of a metaphor is a comparison process in which the domains
and properties of the vehicle are compared to those of the tenor to find
out which of them make sense in the context of the tenor (Gentner 1983;
Kirby 1997). The salience imbalance theory (Ortony 1993; Ortony et al.
1985) extends this view and states that metaphoricity arise due to the
salience imbalance between the shared properties of the vehicle (highly
salient) and the tenor (slightly salient), which causes them to be highlighted.
On the contrary, Wilks (1978) suggests that dissimilarities between the
domains are what provoke conflicts in comprehending the metaphorical ut-
terance, which is followed by a seek to a sensible interpretation. Another
theory views metaphors as class-inclusion assertions that prompt seeing
the tenor in the perspective of the vehicle (Davidson 1978; Glucksberg,
McGlone, and Manfredi 1997) From a cognitive perspective, Lakoff and
Johnson (2008) view metaphors as cognitive conceptual mapping from an
abstract concept (i.e. tenor) to a well-known concrete concept (i.e. vehi-
cle),and Black (1962) argues that metaphors are understood by virtue of
the interaction between the metaphorical focus of the expression and the
literal context it is conveyed in.
In terms of properties of metaphors and what makes them apt, similari-
ties within and between the domain of the vehicle and that of the tenor are
aspects humans consider when comprehending metaphors (Tourangeau and
Sternberg 1981). They also indicate that the relation between the tenor and
vehicle is asymmetrical ; hence, the metaphor “A is B” highlights different
properties than “B is A”. Katz (1989) points out that concrete vehicles that
are semantically moderately distant from the tenor result in apt metaphors.
Metaphors can be expressed linguistically in various forms. A nominal
metaphor is a metaphor where the tenor is equated to the vehicle using the
copula, e.g. “time is money”. Adjectives (e.g. creative energy), verbs (e.g.
speaks for itself) and adverbs (e.g. travelled fluidly) of the vehicle can be
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used as well in constructing metaphorical expressions, and in some cases
even prepositions could be used metaphorically (e.g. level up in life). In
such cases, the vehicle may remain implicit.
Some expressions might convey a metaphor in a complex form such as
multi-word expressions, compound word and throughout a long discourse.
For instance, the slogan of Diners Club1 “The international symbol for YES”
where the company (tenor) is asserted to a checkmark or OK gesture (ve-
hicle) to convey that their card is internationally accepted.
2.2 Computational Interpretation of Metaphors
The task of interpreting metaphors automatically has been studied largely
(c.f. Rai and Chakraverty (2020) for a survey). Nonetheless, like any task re-
lated to understanding art and creativity, metaphor interpretation is an AI-
complete problem and cannot be completely solved. Majority of metaphor
interpretation approaches focus on interpreting nominal metaphors, includ-
ing the work presented in Paper I. Nonetheless, researchers have tackled
other forms (Rosen 2018; Shutova 2010; Shutova, Van de Cruys, and Ko-
rhonen 2012; Mohler, Tomlinson, and Bracewell 2013). In this section, I will
describe related work on computational methods for interpreting nominal
metaphors and explain the proposed method in this thesis.
Kintsch (2000; 2008) have proposed a method that employs Latent Se-
mantic Analysis (LSA) to acquire vector representation of terms in a seman-
tic space, where semantic similarities between two terms is measured as the
cosine similarity of their vectors. The author have used such knowledge
to approximate the Construction-Integration (CI) model, a psychological
model of text comprehension (Kintsch 1988), to predict the metaphorical
meaning in nominal metaphors. To obtain the meaning of a metaphor, a
centroid of the tenor, vehicle and words most related to them in the se-
mantic model is composed and compared to a set of terms (landmarks that
have been defined by hand) using the cosine similarity to highlight the
meaning of the metaphor. It is worth noting that this method does not
produce metaphor interpretations directly but rather infers them from the
term landmarks.
Terai and Nakagawa (2008; 2012) approach consists of two processes:
1) a categorization process and 2) a dynamic-interaction process. Their ap-
proach makes use of a probabilistic latent semantic indexing (PLSI) model
based on the dependencies (and their frequencies) between nouns and ad-
jectives and between nouns and verbs, where the adjectives and verbs are
1A payment card company.
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considered as the attributes of the nouns. As a result, connections between
nouns and attributes are encoded (called latent classes) which are then used
as vector dimensions. The first step of the metaphor interpretation process
(i.e. the categorization process) follows the method of Kintsch (2000) to
produce a centroid vector of the metaphor based on the tenor, noun and
terms most related to both concepts. This vector is then used to estimate
the salience score of attributes in the latent classes for a given metaphor.
In the next process, the dynamic-interaction process, attributes having a
salience score above a certain threshold are selected and used as nodes
(along with their salience scores) in a recurrent neural network. Once the
network has been trained, attributes with the highest activation are consid-
ered as the meaning of the metaphor.
Veale and Li (2012) employed linguistic patterns (such as “NOUN1 is
[a/n] NOUN2”, “VERB+ing lika a NOUN” and “[a/n] ADJ NOUN”) to
harvest stereotypical associations for nouns and connections between these
stereotypical associations (using “as ADJ1 and ADJ2 as”) from Google n-
grams and the web via Google Search API. To ensure building a high quality
knowledge base, the authors have manually checked the mined associations.
The authors provide a service called Metaphor Magnet that uses the re-
trieved knowledge to interpret and generate metaphors. The interpretation
process looks at all the terms associated with the tenor and vehicle, and
examines each as an interpretation by observing the overlapping properties
between the three concepts. Terms that have a high overlapping ratio with
the tenor and vehicle get highlighted and considered as interpretations of
the metaphor.
Su, Tian, and Chen (2016) suggested a method for interpretation of
metaphors based on the semantic properties of the tenor’s and vehicle’s
domains. They have utilised a pre-trained word2vec model to interpret
metaphors as follows. Given a nominal metaphor, the method retrieves
properties salient in the domains of the tenor and vehicle from knowledge
bases such as Sardonicus (Veale and Hao 2007), and only shared properties
between the two domains are considered. Synonyms of each property are
acquired from sources like WordNet (Miller 1995), and the interpretation
score for a given property is calculated as the average semantic similarity
of the property’s synonyms to the tenor’s domain in the pre-trained vector
space. Properties with the highest interpretation score are considered as
the meaning of the metaphor.
Similarly to the approach by Su, Tian, and Chen (2016), Rai et al.
(2019) describe an approach for interpreting metaphors using a pre-trained
word2vec model but from a different perspective, highlighting interpreta-
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tions based on emotions they provoke. Properties for both tenor and vehicle
are obtained from the semantic model (i.e. word2vec), in case they have
a semantic similarity score within defined thresholds. Subsequently, six
emotions are considered (namely anger, fear, happiness, disgust, sadness
and surprise) (Cipresso, Serino, and Villani 2019). For each emotion, the
property with the maximum semantic similarity to it and to the tenor is
considered to stimulate the emotion and is picked as an interpretation.
In Paper I of this thesis, we tackle the same task of interpreting nomi-
nal metaphors. We propose a data-driven approach (called Meta4meaning)
based on word associations collected from a web corpus. These associa-
tions, after applying lematization and omitting punctuation, are converted
into semantic relatedness scores using the simple log-likelihood measure
and normalising scores for each word using the L1-norm. When interpret-
ing a metaphor, the approach takes into consideration shared adjectives and
abstract nouns and verbs of both tenor and vehicle which are then ranked
based on their relatedness scores. Multiple ranking measures were compared
in the task of approximating existing metaphor comprehension theories (e.g.
salience imbalance theory (Ortony 1993)). Based on the experiments, the
best measure was a combination of the magnitude (product) of relatedness
values to the tenor and vehicles, and the difference between the relatedness
to the vehicle and the tenor (i.e. salience imbalance).
Meta4meaning is capable of interpreting metaphors if the tenor and ve-
hicle occur in the corpus with other words adequately. To overcome this
obstacle, an extension to Meta4meaning has been suggested by Alnajjar
et al. (2017) where (a few) adjectival properties of rare concepts such as
famous proper nouns are automatically expanded and weighted using au-
tomatically mined links between adjectives, allowing the method to pro-
duce interpretations to metaphors like “Hillary Clinton is a cat”. Moreover,
Bar, Dershowitz, and Dankin (2018) extended Meta4meaning by testing
out different modifications such as using syntactic dependencies to obtain
collocations and applying clustering. Their results show that applying se-
mantic clustering to remove semantically duplicate features improves the in-
terpretations. Nonetheless, Meta4meaning appears to surpass the extended
method and achieve the state-of-the-art results.
Our approach, Meta4meaning, obtains the knowledge about related prop-
erties and terms of tenor and vehicle by an unsupervised corpus-driven
method and, with this knowledge, a relatedness model is constructed that
is used to interpret metaphors. These points, along with the novel way of
ranking interpretations, distinguish our approach from the rest. Our evalu-
ation conducted in Paper I shows that Meta4meaning suggests interpreta-
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tions closer to gold-standard human interpretations than the ones produced
by Metaphor Magnet (Veale and Li 2012) and that of Terai and Nakagawa
(2008). Furthermore, some differences regarding the theories inspiring our
and current work exist (c.f. Rai and Chakraverty (2020) for more details).
A core difference between our approach and the rest is the type of seman-
tic relations that we focus on. Different types of relations can be extracted
from a corpus, e.g. syntagmatic relations and paradigmatic relations (Rapp
2002). Syntagmatic relations capture words that co-occur together within
a given boundary (e.g. the dog has fur or the dog is my pet) while paradig-
matic relations capture words that share similar contexts and can substitute
each other (e.g. dog and cat). Both types of relations can be extracted au-
tomatically from a corpus. Our approach focuses on synagmatic relations,
in contrast to paradigmatic relations that appears to be the typical type
of relation obtained by models such as LSA and word2vec (Rapp 2002;
Peirsman, Heylen, and Geeraerts 2008).
Recently, the interest in multilingual metaphor processing has raised.
Littlemore et al. (2018) took metaphors generated by Metaphor Magnet,
translated them into Spanish and Mandarin Chinese, and asked participants
to evaluate them from multiple criteria (e.g. meaningfulness, appreciation
and speed in finding meaning) to find common metaphorical qualities across
languages. Their research reveals that some metaphor qualities are indeed
shared and correlated among multiple languages. Another research is con-
ducted by Shutova et al. (2017) where the authors have experimented with
semi-supervised and unsupervised methods to identify metaphorical expres-
sions in a text. While the method concentrates on multilingual metaphor
identification, it marks the initial steps in the path to multilingual metaphor
interpretation.
2.3 Metaphor Interpretation in Generation
Using apt metaphors to express ideas and emotions illustrate creativity.
Thus, researchers in the field of computational linguistic creativity have
been studying various ways to generate novel metaphors computationally.
Novel metaphors are new, at least to the context they are used in, and apt,
while dead (or conventional) metaphors are metaphorical expressions that
we use in our daily lives without regarding them metaphorical (e.g. “time
is running out” and “deadline”).
There exist various efforts to produce metaphors and metaphorical ex-
pressions automatically e.g. using word associations and semantic rela-
tions (Galván et al. 2016; Hämäläinen 2018a; Veale and Li 2013; Xiao and
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Blat 2013; Veale and Li 2012), deep-learning methods (Gargett, Mille, and
Barnden 2015; Abe, Sakamoto, and Nakagawa 2006), and semantic mod-
els (Gagliano et al. 2016). We dedicate this section to methods that inter-
pret metaphors as part of the generation process whether it is to generate
metaphors or metaphorical expressions.
2.3.1 Generation of metaphors
Martin (1990) introduced a component for expanding an input metaphor as
part of a system called MIDAS, which revolves around uses of conventional
UNIX metaphors (e.g. “I am in Emacs” and “killing a process”). Given the
conventional nature of the metaphors, these expressions are hardly consid-
ered metaphorical by a layman yet their initial usage that of a metaphor.
The component expands metaphors by searching for existing metaphors
that are related to it. The method then evaluates, as an interpretation
phase, whether the found metaphors can substitute the existing one while
retaining the meaning; if so, the new metaphor is created and saved. The
interpretation process makes use of syntactic and lexical information of the
input expression and examines if existing interpretations would satisfy the
requirements imposed by input (e.g. the input “get into lisp” would be
interpreted as “enter lisp”).
Another example of a method where metaphors are expanded based on
their interpretations is Metaphor Magnet (Veale and Li 2012). Metaphor
Magnet considers the interpretations of a metaphor (the interpretations pro-
cess is described earlier) to be the expanded metaphors if they are consistent
with the metaphorical viewpoints of the input.
While some sort of reasoning or evaluation is necessary (e.g. ensuring
that the vehicle is strongly associated with the property to be expressed
by the system) to generate apt metaphors, existing methods for metaphor
generation do not evaluate whether the produced metaphor is more likely
to be interpreted as intended despite some having the ability to interpret
and generate metaphors. This is probably due to using the same knowledge
and resources in both processes, which renders applying the interpretation
process to the generated metaphors futile.
It is crucial to assess (approximate) how the audience would comprehend
the generated metaphor as doing so would improve the quality and aptness
of the produced metaphor by making it possible for the machine to chose
the best candidates among the set of alternatives. To estimate how others
would perceive the generated metaphor, a method that predicts interpreta-
tions of the generated metaphor would be needed. Having the generation
and interpretation models isolated would allow exploring a wider space of
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possibilities but in the case of using an interpretation process to discover
new metaphors (like the ones described above in this section), a different
way to interpret the expanded metaphors would be needed to assess the
meaning.
As part of Paper III, we research the idea of applying a metaphor inter-
pretation model (Meta4meaning) to pick metaphors generated by a simple
metaphor generation method that produces metaphors from word associ-
ations obtained from the knowledge bases shared by Veale and Li (2013)
and Alnajjar et al. (2017). The goal of employing the metaphor interpreta-
tion model is to identify apt metaphors that are more likely to result in the
desired meaning.
The metaphor generator of Paper III takes in a tenor and an adjectival
property as input. It then queries the knowledge bases to retrieve nouns
(vehicle candidates) that are strongly associated with the intended property.
For each of the vehicle candidates, a nominal metaphor (i.e. in the form
of “Tenor is [a/n] Vehicle”) is constructed. These metaphors are then
passed to the metaphor interpretation model Meta4meaning to examine
whether 1) the intended property is a valid interpretation of the metaphor
and 2) the intended property is ranked higher in the interpretations of the
generated metaphor “T is [a/n] V ” than its reverse metaphor “V is [a/n]
T ”. The second criteria is enforced to counter for the asymmetrical nature
of metaphors. The results show that interpreting the generated metaphors
computationally outperformed the baseline of generating metaphors solely
based on their strong associations in conveying the intended meaning.
2.3.2 Generation of metaphorical expressions
There are numerous methods for producing figurative expressions, as I will
describe in the following chapter but these methods take the interpretations
of the expressions they produce for granted. In Paper III and V, we intro-
duce aesthetic functions to measure the metaphoricity and the metaphorical
meaning of expressions. These two functions are described below.
Both functions take three parameters as input, an expression E , tenor
T and vehicle v, and use a semantic relatedness model such as the one
build as part of Paper I, Meta4meaning. The purpose of the first func-
tion, fmetaph-maxrel, is to measure the semantic relatedness of words in the
expression to the tenor and vehicle. To do so, it considers the strongest
relationships between any of the content words t in the expression E , and
the tenor T and the vehicle V :
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maxrel(E , w) = max
t∈E
ω(t, w) (2.1a)
fmetaph-maxrel(E , T, V ) = maxrel(E , T ) ·maxrel(E , V ), (2.1b)
where ω(·) is the semantic relatedness score returned by the model. A pos-
itive value returned by fmetaph-maxrel indicates that the expression contains
a word that is related to the tenor and another (possibly the same) word
that is related to the vehicle. The bigger the value, the stronger the relat-
edness of these words to the tenor and vehicle. This function is introduced
to ensure that the generated expression has words related to the tenor T
and vehicle V , as it can hardly be metaphorical in the intended manner if
it did not include words (strongly) related to both concepts.
The second metaphoricity function, fmetaph-diffrel, looks for a word t in
the expression that is related to the metaphorical vehicle V but not to the
tenor T . The hypothesis is that such a word t is more likely to force a
metaphorical interpretation of the expression, in order to connect t to the
tenor T . The function is defined as follows:
fmetaph-diffrel(E , T, v) = max
t∈E
(ω(t, v) − ω(t, T )). (2.2)
To illustrate how these two functions work, let the input tenor T be car
and the (input or automatically generated) vehicle V be dancer. Imagine
the NLG system is working with the expression “The cars of ***_NOUN”
where it is in the phase of picking a suitable noun that makes the expression
metaphorical. To narrow this example, assume that the system needs to
pick this noun out of three candidate words, driver, street and stage. As the
expression already contains a word that is related to the tenor, i.e. cars,
the first metaphoricity function will guide finding words related to vehicle.
Accordingly, the candidate driver will receive the least score as using it yield
an expression carrying no relatedness to the metaphorical vehicle. While
street relates to both concepts, the tenor and the vehicle (e.g. street dancer),
its relatedness is stronger to the tenor. The candidate stage is solely related
to the vehicle.
The second metaphoricity function comes in to pick the candidate that
is more likely to have a metaphorical interpretation by encouraging using a
word that is related to the vehicle V but not to the tenor T . Following our
previous example, the function would assign a higher score to the candidate
stage than street, since the word stage is not related to cars. Thus, the
system would generate “The cars of stage.” as it is the most metaphorical
option.
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Now, we will look into how these two functions were utilised in Papers
III and V to produce metaphorical expressions, English slogans and Finnish
poems, respectively. In Paper III, the two metaphoricity functions are com-
bined (summed) together and given equal weights (importance) to repre-
sent the internal dimension of the genetic algorithm concerning metaphoric-
ity that are used to guide the generative process. The method contained
three other internal dimensions for assessing relatedness, grammaticality
and prosody.
The two metaphoricity functions were used in Paper V to generate
Finnish poetry. The proposed approach consisted of two types of systems,
a master that is a genetic algorithm and an apprentice which is a sequence-
to-sequence neural model. The metaphor interpretation and metaphoricity
functions were utilised in the master. In short, words in the generated poem
were clustered based on their semantic distance to each other. Each cluster
were then represented by a single word, the centroid. The method then
iterates over all the possible combinations for having two clusters as tenor-
vehicle and measures the metaphoricity score in a similar fashion to Paper
III. From the returned metaphoricity scores, two aesthetics were defined: 1)
the maximum metaphoricity score and 2) the number of metaphorical word
clusters (i.e. tenor-vehicle pairs with a positive metaphoricity score).
Based on the conducted evaluations in both papers, these functions ap-
pear to estimate and increase metaphorical interpretationality of generated
short expressions (e.g. slogans) and text (e.g. poems). Furthermore, our
work in Paper V demonstrates the transferability of these functions to lan-
guages other than English as they were applied successfully to measure
metaphoricity in Finnish.
Even though these functions aid in producing metaphorical expressions,
they cannot guarantee that the expressions convey the desired meaning.
In Paper III, a different internal dimension of the genetic algorithm would
optimise the relatedness of the expression to the tenor and the desired prop-
erty to encourage using words that would be associated with the intended
meaning. Despite this dimension, the meaning of the entire expression is
unclear to the method. To reduce such uncertainty, a subsequent process
for interpreting the generated text as a whole would be required, which is
a great future step to enhancing the current state.
Chapter 3
Generation of Figurative Language
Figurative language generation is a subdomain of creative natural language
generation. While figurative language is an important characteristic of
many linguistic artefacts such as songs, slogans and poetry, it is not al-
ways tackled explicitly in the approaches to generate such artefacts. For
instance, there is a growing body of recent work on poem generation that
leaves figurative language of the output to a mere chance (Yi et al. 2018;
Yang et al. 2019; Hämäläinen and Alnajjar 2019b; Van de Cruys 2020).
In these approaches, the generative model itself is not at all aware of the
phenomenon of figure in language, but rather produces expressions of that
kind accidentally, so that people can read more into the output and interpret
it in the light of it having figurative language. In fact, Gervás (2017) argues
that many poem generation systems pick only a specific feature of poetry to
be modelled. This is done implicitly by usually focusing on simple features
such as rhyme, meter and semantic cohesion, however as this narrow focus
is hardly ever stated, the reader of these papers may be lead to believe more
complex problem of poem generation was solved.
In this chapter, I focus on the existing work on generation of figura-
tive language; especially generation of colour names, slogans, humour and
poems, given the wide range of natural text types that contain figurative
language. Moreover, I present my own work conducted in Papers II-V. It
becomes evident in Papers III-V that figurative language is to be explicitly
modelled and its emergence in the final output cannot left to a mere chance.
In Papers IV and V, the need of figurative language is explicitly stated in
the theoretical definition of the problem.
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3.1 Naming Colours
Colour is a very peculiar notion and surprisingly tricky for a computational
system to grasp in a human like fashion. For colours are not a phenomenon
of the physical world, but are a creation of the mind, conscious experiences,
also know as qualia. Qualia are indeed a hard problem to solve even in the
philosophy of mind (Chalmers 1995).
As qualia refer to conscious experiences, it becomes difficult for some-
thing non-conscious as a computer to deal with them in a human like fash-
ion. Furthermore, even though there is an agreement to a degree between
different people on what colour is shown when they are exposed to a stimu-
lus, there is still individual variation in how the cone cells in the eyes react
to lights of different wavelengths (Nerger, Volbrecht, and Ayde 1995). This
results in differences in how colours are perceived already in the level of the
raw sensory data.
There are also cultural differences in how colours are represented. Ac-
cording to the linguistic hypothesis of relativity (see Kay and Kempton
(1984)), one might think that this means that people will perceive colours
inherently differently in different cultures, however, the categories of colours
in different languages are not very different (Lindsey and Brown 2006). Hu-
mans associate different emotions and concepts to colours (Odbert, Kar-
woski, and Eckerson 1942; D’Andrade and Egan 1974) in different cultures.
For instance, the colour “blue” is associated with sadness in the English
speaking world, while other cultures such as the Finnish or the Arabic one
do not have any particular emotional association with that colour. Culture
specific notions also have their typical colour associations such as “red” dur-
ing the end of the year with Christmas in the western culture and “yellow”
with Eid al-Fitr in the Arabian culture (due to yellow being a typical colour
of the crescent and fanous).
We all have a common colour representation for the words “red”, “black”
or “blue”, despite the slight personal variation. But when referring to a
certain shade of a colour, we resort to objects that typically manifest the
shade to describe it. For instance, take a look at the different shades of the
colour blue shown in Figure 3.1. What would be an apt name to describe
and distinguish them? By contemplating these colours and stereotypical
associations with them, possible names such as “sky”, “sea” and “cobalt”
emerge, respectively.
Coming up with apt and novel names and usages of names exhibit cre-
ativity, like Walt Whitman’s usage of the phrase “boundless blue” to refer
to the sea in “Chant on, sail on, bear o’er the boundless blue from me to
every sea” (Whitman 1855) and Homer’s epithet “wine-dark sea”, in the
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Figure 3.1: Three different shades of the colour blue.
Iliad and Odyssey, to paint a mental image of a stormy sea. In the light
of these examples, we can, indeed, gather that colours have their use in
creative language.
The interest in researching methods concerning colours and names has
been rising lately, not only because it has multiple applications as stated in
Heer and Stone (2012) but also because it helps us to understand how we
parse the world around us, linking language to our conceptual-intentional
system through heuristical notions like colour. XKCD (Munroe 2010) has
conducted a survey asking volunteers to name/describe a given RGB code.
The results of the survey are publicly available, which opened the door
for researchers to study and model associations between the perception of
colours and objects, and the language we use to describe or name colours.
During the survey, users were able too answer with straightforward or cre-
ative names, and the length of the answers varied from a single word to a
whole sentence or paragraph. Examples of names in the dataset are “yellow”,
“pistacio”, “mustard yellow” and “ultra ripe banana”.
Havasi, Speer, and Holmgren (2010) build a system that colours words
in a text. Their system uses the XKCD dataset along with a Python li-
brary called NodeBox and ConceptNet. NodeBox1 contained a small set
of manual mapping of concepts to their typical colour associations (e.g.
Christmas and red and green). ConceptNet (Speer, Chin, and Havasi 2017)
is a network of concepts connected with labelled edges (e.g. relations) such
as HasProperty and PartOf ) built by crowdsourcing. Concepts appearing
at least three times in the colour names in the XKCD dataset are mapped
to the corresponding colours values, which are then normalised because very
similar shades of a colour could be distant in the RGB colour space. For
concepts that are neither in the XKCD dataset nor in the NodeBox, the
system predicts a colour based on its semantically similar words that have
a colour.
The work of Setlur and Stone (2016) addressed the same problem of
colouring terms in a text. They mined words associated with basic colours
1https://github.com/nodebox/nodebox
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(e.g. blue, red and black) from XKCD’s dataset and Google n-gram (Brants
and Franz 2006). A pointwise mutual information score is measured from
co-occurrence frequencies between basic colours and words associated with
them. To acquire colour mappings for words, their method expands the
mined word associations using WordNet (Christiane and Brown 2005) and,
then, it sends a query to Google Image Search to find images related to the
words. A predominant colour is deduced for each word by clustering the
colours in the images using k-means clustering.
Heer and Stone (2012) used the XKCD dataset to construct a proba-
bilistic model that maps between colours and names from a colour-name
count matrix. From the model, an estimate of how uniquely a colour is
named and a distance measure based on colour names can be calculated.
Neural network approaches were presented by Kawakami et al. (2016) and
Monroe et al. (2017). Kawakami et al. (2016) trained a neural network
model to predict colours for a sequence of characters, acting as names or
descriptions, collected from COLOURlovers2. They then tested their model
on the XKCD dataset. Monroe et al. (2017) suggested an approach consist-
ing of multiple neural networks to interpret colour descriptions in a context
of three colours.
Majority of the previous work concentrated on mapping concepts to
colours. While we tackle the same task as part of Paper II, the focus of our
work is rather the reverse, i.e. producing a creative/descriptive name for
an input colour. Moreover, our approach takes a different path in acquiring
associations with colours and naming them. Our method is based on the
linguistic readymade (Veale 2012) that is inspired from Marcel Duchamp’s
idea in art where something (a phrase in our case) is taken from its con-
ventional context of use and used in a new context that gives it new mean-
ing and new relevance. We utilise a technique called Creative Information
Retrieval (CIR) (Veale 2011) to obtain stereotypical associations of nouns
with basic colours and linguistic readymades that are used as names from
Google n-grams (Brants and Franz 2006). CIR defines operators such as
@Adj and ˆNoun for retrieving stereotypical associations with the adjective
Adj (e.g. @hot would match summer and lava) and words that are nouns
in a text (e.g. “a blue ˆNoun” would match sky and sea), respectively. We
retrieved stereotypical associations with 11 basic colours by retrieving all
nouns matching the CIR query “ˆNoun - colour ” (e.g. cherry-red) in Google
3-grams, where colour is the basic colour such as red, green and blue. For
colour = red, the query yields nouns such as cherry, blood and rose. To re-
tain high-quality and valuable associations for the task, we manually cleaned
2A creative community for sharing colours: https://www.colourlovers.com/.
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the results to remove unwanted associations such as lemon and tallahassee
with the colour red. RGB codes are then hand-assigned to these associa-
tions with respect to the basic colour (e.g. #E53134 to tandoori-red and
#FD5E53 to sunset-red). This knowledge base of stereotypical associations
and colour maps is publicly available3.
When a user passes a colour (in RGB or hexcode format) to the method,
the method uses the two analogous colours it has in the colour wheel and
converts them to CIE LAB code (Sharma and Bala 2017, 29–32) as the
space aims to model human visual perception. All stereotypical associa-
tions retrieved in the previous phase are also projected to the same colour
space. The method then highlights the closest stereotypical associations to
each of the analogous colours using the Delta E CIE76 distance function
that are within the empirically set threshold 14. Next, it seeks readymades
in Google uni/bi-grams containing matched stereotypes of both analogous
colours, which are then treated as candidate colour names. For example, let
#FCF9F0 be the input colour which has #FCF3F0 and #F9FCF0 as its
analogous colours. seashell -white (#FFF5EE) and pearl -white (#F7FBEF)
are the closest stereotypes to these analogous colours, in the same order,
which also appear in Google bi-grams (e.g. “seashell pearl”). To further
produce names fitting a desired theme, an optional categorization of stereo-
typical associations can be imposed as conducted in the paper.
Even though the evaluation results of our system far exceeded those
of human-written colour names on COLOURlovers, the creativity of the
system is much in the eye of the beholder. As Ritchie (2007) argues, this
is enough for a system to be creative; if the output is accepted as creative
by people, the process that produced the artefacts is irrelevant. However,
taking this approach to computational creativity can take the field only
so far. As we will see in the following sections, it is important to model
creativity on a much deeper level than that of the mere output.
3.2 Generation of Figurative Language
A great focus of the computational creativity field is the production of cre-
ative artefacts. Language is a common medium for conveying ideas and mes-
sages creatively by utilising figurative language properly. In this section we
describe different takes on generating figurative language, mainly slogans,
humour and poems, from a technical perspective, leaving the evaluation of
their creativity to the next chapter. We begin with a brief introduction of
the related work and then present our methods.
3https://www.cs.helsinki.fi/en/node/80968
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3.2.1 Generation of Slogans
Slogans are short expressions that are used in advertising campaigns to
increase awareness and recall of the brand while distinguishing it from com-
petitors. In Paper III, we define a slogan, from an advertising perspective,
as a concise, advertisable, and autonomous phrase that expresses a concept
(e.g., an idea, product, or entity); the phrase will be frequently repeated
and associated with the concept. Figurative language is commonly found
in slogans (Miller and Toman 2016) because of their positive effect on in-
creasing persuasiveness, catchiness and memorability (Reinsch Jr. 1971;
Reece, Van den Bergh, and Li 1994; Tom and Eves 1999), which makes
them interesting to research in the field of computationoal creativity.
Inspired by the the “optimal innovation hypothesis” (Giora 2003) which
indicates that optimal innovation is a result of accompanying novelty with
familiarity, Strapparava, Valitutti, and Stock (2007) have proposed a method
that modifies an input expression by replacing word in it with candidates
having semantic and emotional relatedness to a desired topic, and asso-
nance. BrainSup, by Özbal, Pighin, and Strapparava (2013), generates ex-
pressions by filling a syntactic parse tree (skeleton) of existing expressions
with words meeting certain criteria such emotional effect, domain related-
ness, syntactic constraints and phonetic properties. The replacement words
are found using beam search, a greedy search. Another approach is Fig-
ure8 (Harmon 2015), which generates metaphorical short expressions by
accepting a tenor as input and then filling in manually-crafted templates of
metaphorical and simile expressions with words passing predefined criteria
(clarity, novelty, aptness, unpredictability and prosody).
Tomašič, Papa, and Žnidaršič (2015) have employed a genetic algo-
rithm approach to generate slogans. The approach starts by automati-
cally extracting keywords from descriptions of the brand/product. Slogan
skeletons are then automatically filled and evolved with the genetic algo-
rithm while optimising a single dimension constituted of multiple functions
such as expression length, word frequencies and semantic relatedness. BIS-
LON (Repar et al. 2018) applies the idea of cross-context associations,
“bisociations” (Koestler 1964), to produce slogans. The method does so by
taking in documents or terms related to the desired target concept and the
bisociated one, which is followed by highlighting keywords for both con-
cepts and expanding them using word embeddings. Next, the method fills
skeletons that are built from existing slogans with terms from both sets of
keywords based on their part-of-speech, while considering prosody features
(alliteration, assonance, consonance, and rhyme). Finally, the method rec-
ommends slogans that have a high semantic similarity score to the input
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and semantic cohesion estimated by a language model.
In Paper III we present a method for generating slogans. The method
takes in a concept, representing the product or the brand, and an adjectival
property defining the desired message to convey. The method consists of
two components, a metaphor generator based on a metaphor interpretation
model (c.f. Section 2.3.1) and a slogan generator based on a genetic algo-
rithm. For the input concept and property, the metaphor generation compo-
nent produces a list of apt metaphorical vehicles that highlight the desired
property. This component is introduced to allow generating metaphorical
expressions.
The next step in the process, takes in a vehicle from the produced list
and builds semantic spaces containing words related to the three concepts,
i.e. concept, property and vehicle. Using existing slogans as skeletons, an
initial population of slogans is created and filled with words fitting the syn-
tactic dependencies. The genetic algorithm modifies the initial population
by mutating and crossing over the slogans for a number of generations while
optimising four main criteria. These criteria are 1) relatedness to the input,
2) language correctness, 3) metaphoricity and 4) prosody. Each criteria is a
combination of multiple functions, e.g. metaphoricity criteria is an average
of the relatedness to the concept and vehicle (Equation 2.1), and related-
ness to the vehicle but not the concept (Equation 2.2). For the optimisation
function, a non-dominant sorting algorithm (NSGA-II; Deb et al. (2002))
is used given its ability to perform multi-dimensional optimisations.
Our results show that the method is capable of producing both suc-
cessful and metaphorical slogans. Furthermore, the results indicate that
slogans with balanced criteria were considered better overall in comparison
to maximising individual criteria; hence, optimising multiple dimensions is
recommended when producing creative artefacts. While these results are
positive, the method is intended as an auxiliary tool aiding advertising pro-
fessional explore potential slogans and should not be used in production.
This is to prevent any unintended repercussions (e.g. accidental generation
of offensive language) and because the quality of an average slogan produced
by our method, and any of the existing methods, is far from hand-crafted
slogans by professionals.
Comparing our method to the relevant methods described above, we can
highlight a couple of important differences. The first difference is that our
method focuses on generating advertising slogans for a product that high-
light the desired adjectival property defined by the user, while the rest solely
consider the concept when generating figurative expressions. Secondly, a
metaphor is used to express the property indirectly. This metaphor is auto-
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matically generated to cater for the requirements set by the task. While it
may oftentimes be the case that the methods above output expressions of a
metaphoric quality, less control is given to the system in terms of the mean-
ing conveyed by the metaphor. An exception to this is BISLON (Repar et
al. 2018), where a bisociated concept is input to the system which has the
potential of being the vehicle of the metaphor. Additionally, in our original
paper we examine several internal evaluation functions used by our method,
in order to gain insight into their value in generation of metaphorical slo-
gans.
3.2.2 Generation of Humour
Generation of humour has received interest at least for a decade (Ritchie
2005; Hong and Ong 2009; Valitutti et al. 2013; Costa, Gonçalo Oliveira,
and Pinto 2015). We dedicate this section to describing the main theories
and some of the most recent work conducted on the topic.
Humour is an inherent part of being a human and as such it has pro-
voked the interest of many researchers in the past to formulate a definition
for it (see Krikmann 2006). Koestler (1964) sees humour as a part of cre-
ativity together with discovery and art. In his view, what is characteristic
to humour in comparison to the other two constituents of creativity, discov-
ery and art, is that its emotional mood is aggressive in its nature. He calls
bisociation in humour the collision of two frames of reference in a comic
way.
Raskin (1985) presents a theory that is not too far away from the pre-
viously described one in the sense that in order for text to be humorous, it
has to be compatible with two different scripts. The different scripts have
to be somehow in opposition, for example in the sense that one script is a
real situation and the other is not real.
In Attardo and Raskin (1991) humour is seen to consist of six hierar-
chical knowledge resources: language, narrative strategy, target, situation,
logical mechanism and script opposition. As in the previous theories, the
incongruity of two possible interpretations is seen as an important aspect
for humour. An interesting notion that we will take into a closer exami-
nation is that of target. According to the authors it is not uncommon for
a joke to have a target, such as an important political person or an ethnic
group, to be made fun of.
Two requirements have been suggested in the past as components of
humour in jokes: surprise and coherence (see Brownell et al. 1983). A joke
will then consist of a surprising element that will need to be coherent in the
context of the joke. This is similar to having two incongruous scripts being
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simultaneously possible.
Veale (2004) points out that the theories of Raskin (1985) and Attardo
and Raskin (1991) entail people to be forced into resolution of humour.
He argues that humour should not be seen as resolution of incompatible
scripts, but rather as a collaboration, where the listener willingly accepts
the humorous interpretation of the joke. Moreover, he argues that while
incongruity contributes to humour, it does not alone constitute it.
Pun generation with a neural language model is one of the most recent
efforts on humour generation (Yu, Tan, and Wan 2018). Their approach
consists of training a conditional language model and using a beam search
to find sentences that can support two polysemous meanings for a given
word. In addition they train a model to highlight the different meanings
of the word in the sentence. Unfortunately, they evaluate their system on
human evaluators based on three quantitative metrics: fluency, accuracy
and readability, none of which tells anything about how funny or apt the
puns were.
Surprise is also one of the key aspects of a recent pun generator (He,
Peng, and Liang 2019). They model surprise as conditional probabilities.
They introduce a local surprise model to assess the surprise in the immediate
context of the pun word and a global surprise to assess the surprise in the
context of the whole text. Their approach retrieves text from a corpus based
on an original word - pun word pair. They do a word replacement for local
surprise and insert a topic word for global surprise.
Valitutti et al. (2016) have proposed a method for turning a given text
into a humours one by substituting a single word in it while considering
constraints such as similarities between the replacement word and its sub-
stitution and semantic constraints to introduce a taboo word while fitting
the context. They have conducted an empirical evaluation and found that
the usage of taboo words had a positive effect on the humour.
An approach building on humour theories is that of Winters, Nys, and
De Schreye (2019). The theories are used in feature engineering. They
learn templates and metrical schemata from jokes rated by people with a
star rating. They embrace more traditional machine learning techniques
over neural networks, which has the advantage of a greater interpretability
of the models.
Humour has also been tried to recognise automatically in the past. One
of such attempts focuses on extracting humour anchors, i.e. words that can
make text humorous, automatically (Yang et al. 2015). A similar humour
anchor based approach is also embraced by Cattle and Ma (2018). Both
of the approaches rely on feature engineering basing on humour theories.
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Recently LSTM models have been used for the task of humour detection
with different rates of success (Cai, Li, and Wan 2018; Sane et al. 2019;
Zou and Lu 2019).
In Paper IV, we present the so-called master-apprentice framework where
the master is a genetic algorithm based on our earlier method for generating
slogans, and the apprentice is a neural network implemented in OpenNMT
(Klein et al. 2017). We used this framework to generate humorous and
satirical movie titles out of existing ones. The main difference between the
implementation of the genetic algorithm in Paper III and the one represent-
ing the master is that it works on a word-level replacement and optimises
different aesthetics (except prosody) for optimising humour.
The main idea behind the master-apprentice framework is to have an
interpretable system, the creativity of which can be motivated, and a neural
black-box model that can learn to create outside of the scope we have de-
fined. A genetic algorithm is a suitable master as we can define by ourselves
how the initial population is formed, how the genetic process takes place
and what aesthetics are employed at the time of selecting the fittest cre-
ative artefacts. This type of a system is very interpretable as we can debug
and see every single step taken by the system, in other words, we can know
why certain output got produced. However, this type of a master cannot go
beyond what we have defined: it will follow the same aesthetics whenever it
picks the fittest individuals. The role of the apprentice is to go beyond this,
as it can learn from the master and human authored data, it can explore a
very different set of possible solutions than what the master is capable of.
In other words, it is approximating creative autonomy, as the changes to its
standards are not random, but emerge from the training data and can be
altered by fine tuning. However, the creativity of an apprentice alone is a
harder thing to motivate as the reasons why it ends up producing certain
output are less clear. Furthermore, a neural network model is bound to re-
peat features from its training data, where as a genetic algorithm can come
up with something novel as it does not rely on training on human authored
data. Therefore both parties, the master and the apprentice contribute to
the overall creativity to the system.
The optimisation metric aims for low semantic similarity of the replace-
ment word with the original word to maximise surprise and high similarity
with the satirical target to maximise coherence. Punyness is modelled in
the method through the prosody fitness functions of the genetic algorithm,
but the output is not strictly limited to puns.
For our case, the apprentice is an recurrent neural network (RNN) model
that continuously learns from expressions generated by the genetic algo-
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rithm (the master) and real people. This allows the method to create its
own standard of what is punny and suitable, and approximate creative au-
tonomy by changing its standards while continuously learning from real
people.
3.2.3 Generation of Poems
Poems are a great medium for expressing ideas and emotions by using cre-
ative figurative language. Various researchers have worked on automatic
approaches for producing poetry (Gervás 2001; Lamb and Brown 2019;
Misztal and Indurkhya 2014; Gonçalo Oliveira et al. 2017), from rule-
based systems to end-to-end neural networks (Yi et al. 2018; Li et al. 2018;
Yang et al. 2018). Our approach in Paper V generated Finnish poetry.
Finnish is a morphologically rich language, which adds an additional chal-
lenge for NLG systems such as a poem generator. In this section, we shortly
describe the technicalities of the most relevant work followed by an overview
of our method presented in Paper V. For more details regarding related
work, Gonçalo Oliveira (2017) has conducted a thorough survey on the
topic of automatic poetry generation.
TwitSong (Lamb and Brown 2019) aligns verses that rhyme together
and computes a score for each verse on four criteria, which are 1) meter,
2) emotion, 3) topicality and 4) imagery. A genetic algorithm approach is
employed in TwitSong to alter verses with a low score.
Toivanen et al. (2012) proposed an approach for generating Finnish po-
etry. The approach takes in a target concept as input. It then retrieves
words related to the input from a background corpus and uses these words
to replace words in an existing poem while satisfying syntax and morpho-
logical constraints. Hämäläinen (2018a) also dealt with generating Finnish
poems. His method uses a repository of syntactic dependencies that are
used to fill hand-crafted verse templates.
The approach of Colton, Goodwin, and Veale (2012) is template-based
and it produces poems tailored to a news article. While their approach does
not deal with Finnish, it follows the FACE model (c.f. Section 1.1.2), which
is the same model used to assess the creativity of our method.
Our method extends the work conducted in Paper IV and the work pre-
sented by Hämäläinen and Alnajjar (2019b). From a technical perspective,
there are four major differences to the earlier approach, which are 1) instead
of dealing with short expressions, the method is tested our to produce stan-
zas (≈ 5 verses), 2) the method produces poems in Finnish, 3) aesthetics
functions are tailored for poem generation and their weights are automati-
cally learned from a poem corpus, and 4) the master is capable of supplying
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its opinion (master’s liking) of poems to the apprentice.
In contrast to a majority of the recent existing work on poem generation,
our method does not make any implicit claims on solving poem generation
as a whole while mainly focusing on the superficial such as rhyme, meter
and simple semantic cohesion. In contrast, out work tries to capture deeper
features of poetry such as metaphor, semantic cohesion, sentiment and con-
creteness. These notions come from the literature on poetry and they are
explicitly modelled in the fitness functions of the master.
Surface realisation is a difficult problem when it comes to Finnish. While
in English, words tend to appear in their dictionary form in a sentence, in
Finnish they mostly need to be inflected in one of the cases according to
morphosyntactic rules. Some of these rules can be resolved by inflecting
the new substitute words with the same morphology as the original word in
the poem. For this we use Omorfi (Pirinen et al. 2017) through UralicNLP
(Hämäläinen 2019). However, this only accounts for the morphosyntatic
phenomenon known as agreement. If a verb gets changed in the sentence, its
case government rule might be different from the original verb. In this case,
we apply Syntax Maker (Hämäläinen and Rueter 2018) to resolve the case
of the complements of the new verb. Taking these two different linguistic
rules into account while generating results in more syntactic output. The
surface realisation is conducted always before using the fitness functions to
ensure that functions such as rhyming look at the actual rhymes, not at the
rhymes of the lemma.
Chapter 4
Evaluation of Creative Systems and
Expressions
Evaluation in the field of computational creativity is not an easy problem
to be solved. However, it is a fundamentally important one, because it is
one of the few ways of measuring progress. Surely enough it is easy to come
up with yet another system that generates humour or poems. But without
any good evaluation methods it becomes impossible to say whether any
progress was made by introducing a new, more complex, system to solve
the problem.
While automated evaluation metrics can work for close-ended tasks, such
as F-scores and accuracy for tasks such as parsing and tagging or BLEU
score for machine translation, they still have their shortcomings. For in-
stance, BLEU should only be used for development time debugging rather
than to prove scientific progress (Reiter 2018), and systems scoring high
on one dataset drop their performance drastically when tested on different
benchmarks (Talman and Chatzikyriakidis 2019). Nevertheless these eval-
uation methods make it possible to measure progress in a more objective
fashion.
However, due to the nature of computational creativity, it is difficult
to evaluate the output entirely computationally because there is no limited
set of possible solutions to compare against. And in fact, we have found
(Hämäläinen and Alnajjar 2019a) that, in paraphrase generation, simple
metrics such as BLEU and PINC scores that have been used in evaluating
text paraphrasing (Tiedemann and Scherrer 2019) simply are not sufficient,
as they are very poor in predicting the results of a human evaluation.
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4.1 Evaluation for the Sake of it
Ritchie (2007) states that the creativity of a computational system can be
determined by the artefacts that it produces, if it exhibited novelty, quality
and typicality. Most of the evaluation conducted for computational systems
producing creative artefacts focus solely on the output. While it is crucial
for a creative system to produce creative results, using only the output as a
measurement for creativity is not sufficient as we will show in this section.
In fact, we have found that, when the evaluation does not correspond
to the features that have been modelled as no definition of creativity or
framework (e.g. creative tripod and FACE) has been used to back up what
has been modelled, even superficial non-creative features such as dialect
can make the results appear more creative and original according to human
judges (Hämäläinen et al. 2020).
In Paper II, we propose a method for naming colours. We evaluated
the method by running a crowd-sourcing experiment in which we showed
judges a total of 2587 colours and for each of them two, randomly ordered,
names. One name was generated by our method and the other was a human-
written name acquired from COLOURlovers.com. For each colour, three-to-
five judges were asked to answer four questions, 1) which name is more
descriptive, 2) which name do you prefer, 3) which name seems the most
creative for the colour shown and, for qualitative analysis, 4) why did you
answer these questions the way you did.
Overall, 70% of the answers were in favour for names generated by our
method on the first three questions. These results clearly indicate that
judges found the generated names are more descriptive and creative. Based
on the view of Ritchie (2007), our method is creative. While the output
exhibits creativity, I personally would attribute the creativity to the creators
of the method, not the method itself.
This is mainly due to the algorithmic design of the method and the
fact that the method relies heavily on manual assigning of colour codes and
filtering of mined associations. Although such parts that are done by hand
could be automated as done in (Havasi, Speer, and Holmgren 2010), the
process of using the high-quality knowledge to find suitable names is fully
defined by the authors; which limits the freedom of the method.
In the following sections, we describe two types of evaluating the cre-
ativity of the method that consider more than just the output, as done
in Papers III-V. The first evaluation type focuses on the features that are
being modelled in the creative system. The second evaluation type addi-
tionally demands the computer to provide an explanation (i.e. framing) for
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the creative artefact.
4.2 Evaluating the Features Modelled
In Paper III, we tested our slogan generator by running a crowdsourced eval-
uation on figure-eight.com. The questions used in the evaluation were
based on the four dimensions that were modelled in our method, which are
1) relatedness to the input (concept and property), 2) language correctness,
3) metaphoricity and 4) prosody. Additionally, we asked a fifth question to
examine the overall suitability of the produced expression to be used as a
slogan.
The results of the evaluation showed that the method is capable of
producing good slogans. More importantly, they showed us whether the
modelled dimensions had an effect on the quality of the generated slogans.
For instance, the language correctness dimension did not improve the gram-
maticality of the slogans which is probably because, by design, actions such
as filling of a skeleton and mutating an individual slogan took grammatical-
ity into account by ensuring that the syntactic dependencies are satisfied.
However, the relatedness dimension appeared to contribute the most to the
quality of the slogans. A final remark from the results is that combining
and balancing these internal dimensions produced the best slogans overall.
Despite manually defining the internal dimensions of the method, the
method is free to investigate different paths as a part of the genetic pro-
cess. This means that the method is stochastic, i.e. running the method
multiple times for a single input would yield different results depending on
the random process that guides its path. As with any genetic algorithms
approach, certain hyperparameters need to be defined (e.g. population size
and number of iterations). In our case, we empirically set them but a meta-
layer of hyperparameter optimisation could be utilised to free the method
further from any programmer-defined restrictions.
In contrast to Paper III, in Paper IV, we embraced a more theoretical ap-
proach both in creativity and in humour. Based on our definition following
the creative tripod (Colton 2008), we model the different parts contributing
to the creativity of the system. These parts are explicitly modelled in the
workings of the master; Imagination is modelled by the genetic approach
that produces new artefacts without a dataset to learn from. Skill is mod-
elled in the type of input the system takes and what the mutation and
crossover functions do during the genetic process. And finally, appreciation
is modelled in the fitness functions of the system.
The evaluation questions used in the human evaluation followed directly
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from the initial problem definition and what was modelled in the master
in the spirit of the guidelines for evaluation of computational creativity set
by Jordanous (2012). This is important since we want to try to avoid the
possibility of people interpreting too much more into the puns than what
the systems was aware of during the creative process. In other words, in
this evaluation we only evaluate what was being modelled in the master.
This evaluation, however, is trickier for the apprentice that ended up
scoring higher than the master. Nothing was really specifically modelled in
the apprentice; it just happened to learn some type of puniness from the
data. This evaluation is not to the point in the same fashion as that of
the master. And quite often, this remains the problem for the latest neural
models that are proposed to solve creative or generative tasks. The degree
to which the evaluation scores are attributable to the model itself rather
than to the combination of the training data and people’s willingness to
interpret the generated artefacts is hardly ever discussed in the literature.
In our follow-up paper (Hämäläinen and Alnajjar 2019c), we experi-
mented with a multitude of different ways of training an apprentice to get a
better grasp on how the training influences the output. However, our results
in the same evaluation metrics ended up being hard to interpret. No single
method scored the highest on all the metrics and in the end their intercom-
parison turned out to be difficult. In the next section, I will shed some light
into how we improved the evaluation method even further by more directly
exposing the internal aesthetics of the system for human evaluation.
4.3 Exposing the Internals for Evaluation
In Paper V, we continued the theory driven approach established in Paper
IV. That is that creativity should be first defined, then implemented ac-
cordingly, and naturally the evaluation questions would follow from what
was implemented. This time, however, we changed the theory used to de-
fine creativity on an abstract-level. Instead of following the creative tripod,
we used the FACE (Colton, Charnley, and Pease 2011) theory to define
creativity.
The FACE theory introduces a notion of framing, something that be-
came the most important part of the evaluation we conducted. Framing
allows the computer to produce some explanation for its art. Instead of us-
ing this for persuasive effect, we formulated the evaluation through framing
statements. The computer fills in template statements about the poem, and
we measure people’s agreement with the statements. The important part
is that these statements are produced by the very same fitness functions as
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the system uses while generating poetry. In this evaluation, we therefore
assess the degree to which the requirements set for poetry initially were met
by the aesthetics of the systems.
What we found especially helpful in this type of evaluation was to give
people the possibility to indicate that they did not know whether to agree
with not instead of forcing them to either agree or disagree. This revealed
that people struggled in formulating an opinion on the most abstract-level
questions, namely metaphors and semantic clusters. These results are in-
teresting in the sense that if people find it difficult to say yes or no when
presented with a metaphor and its interpretation, how can we assume that
they can answer to more abstract questions on the generated poems. Like
the typical evaluation questions used in the field.
Another interesting finding was in the evaluation results of the different
types of rhymes. Even though our rule-based system can detected rhyme
correctly1, people would still not show a 100% agreement with these state-
ments. In fact, it turned out that the mere presence of a rhyme was not
enough to make it perceivable. Therefore, in the future, one should put
more attention into the quality of the rhyming elements as well. Something
that is barely discussed in the existing work.
The fitness function for sentiment analysis was based on a state-of-the-
art sentiment analysis model (Feng and Wan 2019). However, based on
our evaluation, it failed miserably. It only scored high in predicting neg-
ative sentiment but was very poor at predicting positive sentiment. This
finding is important because it shows that sentiment analysis, even if it
received convincing state-of-the-art results, is still far from solved in more
difficult domains such as poetry, where sentiment is often conveyed indi-
rectly through figurative language.
All in all, we find this particular evaluation method more revealing of the
shortcomings of the system than the evaluation with abstract questions we
conducted in Hämäläinen and Alnajjar (2019b). Mainly because this time
around the evaluation was tailored to evaluate the exact analysis produced
by the fitness functions. This means that any fitness function scoring poorly
in the evaluation is an obvious place to start on improving the system in
the future.
1The code has been released and is available for inspection on https://github.com/
mikahama/finmeter
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Chapter 5
Conclusion
A key part of the thesis is the metaphor interpretation method that is
extended further to produce nominal metaphors and metaphorical expres-
sions, and estimate the metaphoricity of expressions. The method has also
been used successfully in Finnish in addition to English, which it was first
developed for. Furthermore, we have presented various natural language
generation methods for producing creative language, from naming colours
to generating puns, slogans and poems.
The natural language generation methods we have presented in this the-
sis have performed well in the tasks they were designed to model. This is not
only reflected in the human evaluation results of the output but also in the
performance of the different aesthetic functions modelled. Although, com-
paring these methods with existing ones in terms of performance is difficult
because of various reasons such as lack of standardised ways of conducting
the evaluation, clarity in establishing the problem setting and narrowing
down the context in which the problem is addressed, and availability of
data and code.
We have also shown the importance of evaluating the creativity of the
system. This can be achieved by defining what’s meant by creativity so that
when the system is modelled accordingly to the definition, its creativity can
be assessed based on the definition.
In the context of our evaluation of generated slogans, our findings sug-
gest that balancing multiple aesthetic dimensions (such as semantic related-
ness and metaphoricity) outperformed maximising a single dimension. This
also helped in identifying weak aesthetics that do not contribute positively
to the final artefact. This was made possible by having the evaluation assess
the individual aesthetics while still evaluating the final output.
From our experience from employing two distinct frameworks for cre-
ativity (namely creativity tripod and FACE), we can say that different
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frameworks will highlight different aspects of creativity in the method. For
example, the creative tripod framework highlights a requirement for novelty
as imagination is an integral part of the theory, while the FACE framework
does not explicitly present such a requirement. The latter one is emphasis
framing, that is, the ability to explain the creative decisions taken by the
system while producing the artefact. Needless to say, creativity can be un-
derstood in different ways and for as long it is not defined, it is difficult to
decide the degree to which the system is creative.
The master-apprentice approach is a novel methodological contribution
of the thesis. It is based on the ideology of combining a traditional machine
learning approach (master) with a neural network (apprentice). The genetic
algorithm, representing the traditional machine learning approach, is more
interpretable and transparent than the individual fitness functions and the
effect of the generation process can be traced back while the neural network
operates as a black box. The apprentice can approximate creative autonomy
by continuously learning from human-authored data alongside the data pro-
duced by the master. This allows it to adjust its own standards to produce
artefacts beyond the master’s capabilities.
This master-apprentice approach has proven its ability in making deep
learning methods usable in resource-poor scenarios, as synthetic training
data is produced automatically by the master to make the training of such
neural models viable. While similar techniques have been studied in the field
of machine learning to enhance the prediction accuracy of models, they are
hardly discussed or investigated in the field of natural language generation,
let alone computational creativity. Existing techniques are usually limited
to simplistic data augmentation techniques (e.g. back-translation (Sennrich,
Haddow, and Birch 2016)). Our approach is, however, different as the
master is designed to model the problem in a higher level of granularity
than a mere increase in the size of training data as in our case the training
is produced in a more informed way with respect to the problem that is
being modelled.
In the future, it would be interesting to investigate different types and
settings of co-operations between the master-apprentice dual. This might
shed light onto whether the overall system could benefit from a bi-directional
communication between the master and apprentice where the master can
learn from the apprentice as well. We are currently studying the viability
of the master-apprentice framework in a multi-agent setting to research if
having domain-expert masters (in contrast to a single generalist master)
improves the quality of generated slogans. The master-apprentice approach
has a great potential for being utilised in tasks outside computational cre-
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ativity, for example in the context of endangered languages that have a
notoriously limited amount of resources (c.f. Alnajjar et al. (2019)).
A great future direction is to tailor the NLG methods presented in this
thesis to work with real-world applications such as news headline genera-
tion (Alnajjar, Leppänen, and Toivonen 2019) and online systems for poetry
generation (Hämäläinen 2018b). In such applications, the system should not
have an unrestricted freedom as crucial constraints should be met for the
system to be considered usable and creative. For example, a news head-
line generator system should produce headlines that are descriptive and
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